350z radio install

By cs , March 25, in Z Guides. I wanted to fit a new stereo to the Z and browsed the forums and
online for a proper guide, but wasn't happy with any of them. They all seemed to be either out of
date, or hastily written so didn't cover enough details. Hopefully this guide should patch up
those flaws. The cables we will be using will maintain the use of the original steering wheel
controls for the audio control, but NOT for the Bluetooth as is the case with any aftermarket
headunit upgrade. In my case, this stereo is an AppRadio with Apple CarPlay so it totally
replaces the stock Bluetooth dongle system which i will be removing along the way but not
documented. Note, the next item is Pioneer specific, other models to suit other makes of head
unit are available elsewhere on the site, they're listed on the product page of the previous item.
The section shown in red is the lead allows connection between the cars factory head unit
wiring and the stereo by converting it to a standard set of pins for reference, cars wiring
connects to the white sockets on the left, the standard ISO connector is the black plug on the
right , this is then converted by the lead included with your head unit back to a custom
connector to get the signals into the stereo itself. It also has a long black wire with an eyelet on
it, this MUST be connected to a chassis ground in the car. This particular model has the section
shown in blue as well. This box of tricks allow connection to the steering wheel controls. The
blue section has the white plug which connects to the cars connectors. The section shown in
green is just a jack plug that is the output of the steering wheel controls. The lead shown here is
the head units wiring harness, this is included in the box of your new stereo. They are specific
per model, so yours wont look the same, but should be similar. Long Green Wire - This is
supposed to be wired to your handbrake switch. It disables certain functions unless you are
parked up with the handbrake enabled. You can make your own choice, but I will be bypassing
this "safety" feature. Its obviously optional to use this, but I will be doing so. If you don't have a
reverse camera, just leave this wire alone. My advice is to simply leave these alone. In my case,
the standard setup was correct. In our case, the z has a power antenna, so we need to use this
wire for that. OK, so lets grab hold of the head units harness, notice the double stacked
connector like this, the top having less pins than the bottom? For reference, the InCarTec loom
is the left, the Pioneer loom is on the right. These need to be joined to allow the antenna to
receive power when the head unit is turned on. Despite how it looks if you look at the loom, in
standard configuration these aren't connected I verified this using a multimeter set to
continuity. As you can see, I simply crimped on a bullet connected and pushed them together. If
you don't have one of these you can cut and solder them together. Note: Manufacturers add this
'safety feature' for a reason. Its up to you whether you choose to bypass it. Im not sure of any
legal or insurance related implications to doing this, so make up your own mind. Bypass
methods vary between manufactures and even models, so if you do carry this out, check that
yours is as simple as this. Some models require relays to be connected instead of this method!
So, locate the grounding wire. On the InCarTec loom, it is black and has the little eyelet on it.
You should be able to follow this back through the connection block and see it matches up to
the black wire on the head unit loom. Locate the green parking brake detection wire on the head
unit loom. Cut this, and the black cable on the same loom to the same length and twist together
as shown. The issue with this is that it means the speakers are only provided with 4v, rather
than the usual 12v. You can correct this 'issue' by following busters harness modification linked
below. I have now written a proper guide for this available below. I personally have done this
mod, but as you can see from the guide above I hacked up another connector from another z
ISO wiring loom so if i want to unplug this from the car im still able to do so as nothing is
soldered in. Your call. If you dont do this mod, you will have lower sound levels, and remember
to actually connect the phono leads! Busters original topic is below, my guide is above.
Anyway, the wiring harness modifications are now complete. You should now have a single
black plug to connect to your head unit. One white plug with only 3 or 4 pins in it to connect to
the Zeds steering wheel controls and two white plugs with lots of pins to connect to the factory
stereo wiring. The last job to do is connect this bundle of wires to your stereo. This will vary per
head unit, so I wont bother to describe it, but in my example, it was a single large black plug for
all of the audio, power and control stuff, then a single 3. Connect this up following the head
units instructions and then its onto the install. OK, so the first step here is to free the central
part of the dash. This is held in by a total of 6 screws, with only two other things in the way.
First, remove the gear gaiter surround by pulling up on the silver ring as shown, then just twist
this part and leave it dangling around the passenger foot well area. You may then want to put
the car into 2nd, 4th, 6th or reverse as it gives you another inch or so of free space to work with.
Next, you need to remove this white ribbon cable as shown in blue. To remove it, press the clip
down firmly shown in red and pull away from the unit. Be careful with this as the ribbon cable
can tear with relative ease. Then, you need to remove these two gold coloured screws on the
lower part of the dash, one is shown here in red, the other is just on the other side. Remove

these and keep them safe. Next, we have four screws again on the lower part of the dash. Next,
open the cubby hole in the centre of the dash, pull the rubber mat upwards and you will now see
2 screws. These hold the plastic piece in place which acts as the locking mechanism for the
cubby door, but they also hide a further 2 screws we need to remove. Therefore, remove the two
screws locations shown in red and then lift out the plastic piece. Now we can see the last of the
two hidden screws, they should be gold in colour and are shown here in red. You will need a
magnetic screwdriver to get these out, or you will more than likely drop them and loose them
behind the dashboard! Using my multimeter I have found that the bracket that these two screws
fix into is actually grounded. Therefore, on assembly of the wiring harness, I attached the eyelet
from my ground wire to this screw, providing the head unit with a ground. The centre dash is
now free from the car. Start to pull it out from the bottom to the top slowly and carefully. Once
you get to the top, you will need to undo the white connector shown here in red. It has a VERY
short lead so don't pull it, but to remove it, you need to press the little plastic lock which will be
facing the windscreen. It works the same way as the heater control ribbon cable from earlier, its
just a little tricky because you cant actually see the clip. Anyway, remove this and then carefully
remove the entire of the centre dash. Once freed, you can now see the rear of the BOSE head
unit. Remove the three white plugs by pressing down the little clip same as all the others and
pulling. The black antenna connector just pulls out of its socket it fits a bit like a 12v car charger
fits into its socket. Now we need to free the old unit from the cars mounting brackets. You
should now be able to remove the entire of this large centre dash out of the car which will make
this easier. Anyway, remove the 4 screws shown here in red, do the same the other side and
carefully remove the BOSE from the mounting brackets. Unless properly removed and
de-registered which isn't something you can do it wont work in any other vehicle. Just a
reminder in-case you were thinking of selling it. So now we can see our cables properly. You
need to now connect these to your new wiring harness that we prepared earlier. The plugs all
only fit 1 way, so don't be scared of this step. Also fit the antenna into the new head unit by
simply pushing it into its slot. NOTE: Remember to attach the ground wire at this stage! You can
attach it anywhere you want, but as I mentioned, the screws that you removed that were hidden
behind the cubby are actually attached to a grounded bracket, so id advise you use these. I
didnt take any photos of this stage, but you must now remove the factory mounting brackets
from the dash piece so we can fit our new facia adaptor. These are simply held in place by a
single black screw on either side. Remove these and then lay down the facia adaptor into its
hole. NOTE: As-long as you've grounded the unit, now is a good time to turn the car on and test
the head unit. Just ensure it powers on, sound can be heard out of the speakers, the steering
wheel controls work and it powers down when you turn it off again. If your head unit required
any other connectors such as a GPS antenna, rear aux in, USB input or a reverse camera, attach
these now as well. You can now fix the brackets you just removed onto your new head unit. My
unit had several holes drilled on the sides, each with a letter. The manual told you which holes
to use for which manufacturer of car. Mine were all labelled 'N' for Nissan. Fit the screws but
don't tighten them all the way up for now. Again, no photos here, but you can now place the
head unit with its new mounting brackets back into its location on the dash piece. You need to
re-secure this with the two black screws you removed earlier. Adjust the position of everything
so it all fits square in its new home and fully tighten all 6 of the head unit screws and the two
black bracket mounting screws. Yep, i hate that saying too, but it kinda is. To re-assemble you
need to carefully put the centre dash piece back into the car. Your first task is to stuff the whole
bunch of new wires into their home which is usually relatively difficult as space is tight. Next,
look at the bottom part of the dash and get the two metal 'legs' back in the right place behind
the white heater control box, re-attach the two gold screws. Screw in the screws hidden behind
the cubby hole again using your magnetic screwdriver to hold them as you find the hole.
Remember the earth wire should be screwed in with one of these! Re-attach the two gold
screws that are right at the bottom and towards the front of the centre dash piece. Put the
plastic latch mechanism back in the cubby hole and re-attach the two black screws. Remember
to lay down the rubber mat back into here once done. For me, total install time including wiring
in all my extras was around 3 hours, and harness modification as I also bypassed the phono
cabled was about 1. Hope the guide is of help, and any questions please just ask. Note: We do
already have a guide for this, but as mentioned above the parts are out of date. This is a Mk2
guide, previous left for reference. Thanks to CS for putting this together, nice job. Nice clear and
detailed guide. Brilliant guide and perfect timing as I've just bought this very same head unit.
Much appreciated, thanks. Just fitted exactly the same head unit using the same method, with
the exception of the handbrake cable which I just tucked away with no apparent problems. Just
an additional: if not already aware, the dimpled plastic centre console marks VERY easily This is
supposed to stop you playing with some of the menu settings, disable the playback of video

files from the USB and stop you from typing address into the CarPlayu sat nav screen unless
you're "parked up safely". Give these a test and see if you can do them. The handbrake cable is
an 'earthed' wire if I'm not mistaken that is meant to be connected to the handbrake so that the
video play ack will only work when the hanbrake is engaged. I bypassed this by connecting the
cable to one of the screws on the headunit cage, enabling videoplayback without the handbrake
up. Correct, that's why I spliced mine into the ISO harness earth wire, but both approaches will
work. Id think leaving it disconnected though wouldn't work Just checked. Topic Pinned.
Excellent guide, thank you for taking the time to put this up, should be very helpful for those
who wanting to do this. This is a great guide thank you. It is even more important as the
pictures have disappeared on the previous pinned guides. I'll be fitting the GPS aerial too. I
have make your assembly for my stereo, it works very well, but I have a humming when he has
not of music. I do have a question regards to bluetooth voice though - Is this separate to the
bose head unit? Ideally I'd like to keep bluetooth and utilise existing microphone etc but unsure
if that's possible if I swap out the head unit? I've not done any ICE for over a decade so a bit
rusty to say the least. This stops the amp from powering on and effectively turns off the
speakers. This would completely power down the HU when not in use. If the HU crashes a lot
then I may rethink the solution, or actually put both 1 and 2 in anyway. Hi, at the moment i am
trying to fit in a different head unit. In the thread it says to connect the phono cables if you don't
mod the harness. I'm not getting anything out from the speakers though when i plug the cables
in. Is there a specific way they go to connect thr speakers? Yeah i found that was the problem.
My head unit harness doesn't have the blue remote one that the pioneer does. Is it right that i
should splice the blue one i have to another cable on the harness that makes it turn off with the
ignition? If so any links on how to do this? Pin 13, R. Will be installing a new aftermarket Double
DIN headunit Probably a Sony , Thinking of getting the Nissan z Bose amplified adaptors with
the steering wheel control adaptors. Is this a case of plug and play? My only concern is the
mention of the 4v output to the Bose Amplifier. Does this mean the volume will be lower than
the factory standard stereo without the modification? Thanks in advance. The silver ring around
the auto gear lever will pop off with a trim removal tool and the the heater control panel will lift
out, although it's a tight fit, still being careful with the ribbon cable. This panel will lift of with the
help of a trim removal tool and then there is white plastic lock connector to remove. After
removing the short connector for the gauges at the top of the console there is another smaller
white connector to remove on the left hand side. This will easier to remove once the right hand
side one has been done. Everything else is the same. Sorry I didn't think of pics at the time but
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